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Shalom laYehudim, Shalom laBnai Noach, Shalom laGoyim. It is the evening of the 6th day, 

kaf-vav beIyyar, Parashas BaMidbar, tav-shin-ayin-vav, the evening of the 5th day, Thursday, 
2 June 2016, webcasting from the Land of Israel, homeland of the Chosen People, and 
everybody knows it, but most can’t admit it. 

There is absolutely no doubt that the Jews are the Chosen People, when 
tomorrow in Paris the ministers of two dozen states will gather to sermonize to one 
another on a land dispute covering some 2,000 square miles, Judea and Samaria. There 
are surely lots of property disputes like it in the world, border disputes between 
countries. I think the Chad-Libya border contains a territory larger than the entire State 
of Israel that is contested by those two states.  

Morocco and Algeria have been wrestling over old Spanish Morocco since 1975. 
The Russians took the Kirile Islands in the last days of WWII and Japan still wants 
them back. 

But none of these and other land disputes gets the attention that ours does. After 
all, what is the dispute here if not who owns Judea and Samaria? Is it the Arabs? Or is 
it the Jews? No other land dispute on the planet gets the attention this one does and 
not because the world loves the “Palestinians.” There is nothing to love because there 
is nothing there, as their National Museum by its emptiness shows. The attention is 
solely negative and rooted in the hostility to the Jewish people that has existed in every 
generation as mankind as a whole, no less than G-d, singles out the Jewish people for 
special treatment given to no other people. It is the goyim who prove we are the 
Chosen People by their behavior. 
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And what other land dispute between two parties has dozens of nations 
arrogating the right to dictate to the two sides a solution? I still think Israel should 
announce tomorrow that it is convening a conference of dozens of experts on France 
and Islam to discuss how the conferees think that France should handle its Muslim 
community because they are not doing a very good job of it. 

I find it interesting how the French, even friendly ones like Emanuel Walls, do 
not see how insulting their behavior is. We are not some newly-decolonized Third 
World society. We don’t tell France how to manage its affairs in Corsica, and we don’t 
need their views on how we deal with the Muslims here. The arrogance of all these 
states tomorrow in Paris to think they understand the situation here better than we 
do… 

And there is something else at work here: It is the ancient aggression against the 
Jews who greedily hold onto their special covenant with G-d, when all people should 
have a special covenant with G-d. What is Christianity if not the claim that Christians 
are the real Jews who have a special covenant too? They say that the old Jews didn’t 
recognize their Messiah and lost their covenant for that; the Jews destroyed their 
covenant by their disregard of the Messiah and Christians took over. It is simply greedy 
of the Jews to think they alone should rule in Jerusalem. 

Islam in its violent core also makes the charge that the Jews used to be the 
Chosen People but now Muslims are. That is why they built the golden Dome of the 
Rock smack dab on what they believed to be the site of the Jewish Temples. This was 
proof for them of the defeat of Judaism by Islam as the correct religion, the real 
monotheistic revelation through its greatest prophet, greater than Abraham, greater 
than Moses, Muhammad, peace be upon him. Both stepchild religions, Christianity and 
Islam, claim to have superseded the original version.  

The Roman Catholic Church defines itself as Verus Israel, the True Israel, and 
Islam claims 100% ownership of Haram a-Sharif, both unwittingly acting out their 
deepest fear that we Jews are indeed the Chosen People, whose special treasure they 
must have too.  

The Jews are cliquish and clannish and greedy and won’t share their special 
covenant. And both Islam and what’s left of Christendom are determined not to let 
the Jews enjoy uncontested rule over the Land and Jerusalem that the Jews won fair 
and square in 1967. 

Everybody wants a piece of the action; everyone wants to have his finger in the 
pie. Those two dozen goy foreign ministers tomorrow in Paris will be there to exercise 
whatever power they can to prevent the Jews from continuing to dominate the Arabs 
in Judea and Samaria. That is a major no-no. When King Abdallah and King Hussein 
ruled in Judea and Samaria, there was not one complaint raised in the United Nations 
by Arab countries, by Muslim countries, demanding independence for the 
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“Palestinians.” There were no “Palestinians” then. No Arab state, no Muslim state, no 
Communist state for two decades said a word about the national rights to 
independence of the historic “Palestinians” – and never mind the League of Nations 
Mandate explicitly cited the Palestine that they were going to create as the “historic 
homeland of the Jewish people.” No mention at all of any “Palestinians.” 

And here we are today almost a half-century past the Six-Day War and the 
international strife of today’s “Israel-Palestinian Conflict remains the UN’s No. 1 
concern, judged by the number of man-hours spent on it. And it is all about, as the 
UN sees the situation, the refusal of the Jews to share their country with another nation 
that says it is their ancient homeland too. 

When did the world get so crazy? The so-called Israeli-Palestinian Conflict is as 
fraudulent as the “Palestinian” identity to begin with. And if you doubt that, then check 
out the link posted with this webcast. It is 8-minutes-and-some long and worth every 
second. I wish I had a transcript of the translation of this Egyptian intellectual living 
and working in Germany whose every sentence deserves praise for pointing out facts 
and truths about Islam. He is like a Gatling gun shooting out bullets of his story and 
truth, every one a bull’s eye. 

He confirms my own view that antiJewism is functionally a mental disorder. He 
uses the term “fixation” and points out how the very idea of the Jew causes some kind 
of “mental reaction” in the minds of Muslims and recognizes that it is right there at 
the birth of that religion. 

He correctly dismisses the Protocols of the Elders of Zion as a forgery; he rejects 
Islam’s daily prayers that include curses against non-Muslims. He mocks the fraudulent 
claim that Islam is a tolerant religion. He hits on the identity crisis that Muslims suffer 
vis-à-vis Jews and Christians. He rightly credits Muhammad’s exposure to the Jews in 
Medina and their laws that had him promulgating the very idea of laws too, including 
the Jewish law against eating pigs, which made no sense because the Arabs had no pigs 
to eat. 

He mentions the jezya, the special tax on the Jews for the right to continue to 
practice Judaism, which was also a punishment for not converting to Islam and also a 
way to humiliate them. He pinpoints how this poison in Islam about Jews is eating 
them up. 

So please put me on hold, on pause. Open another broadcast, return to DPP 
and open this link. Then get back to me. It is spot on. 

… 
Okay. I hope this video is seen by as many Arabs and Muslims as possible. He 

is dead on when saying, as I always have, this is not about statehood for “Palestinians” 
that the Jews won’t give them but statehood for Jews that the Muslims won’t give 
them. 
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*            *            (Musical Interlude)           *             * 

 
So the top story in Israel today was this conference tomorrow in Paris of these 

gentiles wanting a hand in the destiny of the Holy Land, none of them happy with exclusive 
Jewish rule. The Jews must share their allegedly mutually beloved, mutually ancient 
homeland with the Ancient Palestinians. 

This calls to mind a short story by the anti-religious Yiddish writer Shalom Aleichem 
called Der Gymnaziyeh, meaning the High School in turn of the 20th century Czarist Russia, 
which was not a public, government institution. They were all private in those days. One 
had to apply for acceptance and pay tuition, and many of these schools would not accept 
Jews at all. Some, though, if a Jewish parent forked over enough cash, he could enroll his 
son. In one school, a Jewish father could enroll his son only by agreeing to pay tuition for 
a gentile boy as well. 

Also in my memory bank is one of the great films about the Holocaust in a Polish 
village, The Shop of Main Street in which we see how the invading Nazis forced themselves 
into Jewish businesses and made a shop owner accept a local Nazi sympathizer as his 
partner in business.  

So tomorrow in Paris dozens of goy foreign ministers will gather in the belief they 
have the right to dictate to Israel its future. In Haaretz yesterday, there was a report on the 
concluding statement of the conference being finalized and it determines that the “Israeli-
Palestinian conflict is the key issue in the Middle East. The conflict creates precariousness 
and insecurity. It fuels radical rhetoric and extremist violence. Moving toward its resolution 
is as urgent as ever.” 

And there you have it: this is the world according to Jimmy Carter, the world 
according to James Baker and legions of other antiJews who share the Arab-Muslim belief 
that all the instability, all the extremist violence, all the radical rhetoric in the Middle East 
is traceable to this conflict in which all enlightened people know is the Jews’ fault. The 
Middle East is as violent as it is because of the Jews who won’t return Palestine to its 
rightful “Palestinian” owners. 

This will be the collective mind at work tomorrow in Paris for dozens of the world’s 
most important diplomats, foreign ministers, who in conference assembled will collectively 
point the finger of guilt at the Jews for our crucifixion of the original, authentic, lords of 
Palestine whose entire ancient homeland we stole.  

Prime Minister Netanyahu keeps repeating that there will be no peace without direct 
talks between Israel and the “Palestinians,” as he resists what is to happen tomorrow.  
These international gabfests only work to strengthen the “Palestinians,” he says -- as he 
continues to foolishly call them -- in their opposition to peace with Israel. 
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It is no secret that tomorrow the conferees will sign off on language that pleases the 
Arab Muslims here. 

Making matters no better, Minister of Finance Moshe Kahlon is talking of the 
resumption of peace talks. Things are going on behind the scenes, he has implied, and how 
hopeful he is that a regional peace conference can convene in which Israel and Arab states 
discuss their common concerns. He also says he has good contacts in Ramallah and that 
he is fostering the “Palestinian” economy which is an Israeli interest. 

I doubt Moshe Kahlon has seen the video you just did of this Egyptian intellectual. 
I doubt he senses the depth of the irrational hatred that pervades Islam and has poisoned 
it toward Jews since the beginning of Islam.  

I think I’ve mentioned over the years how when I first got interested in this culture, 
I believed what turned out to be propagandistic nonsense: that antisemitism was a uniquely 
Euro-Christian phenomenon and that Muslims were much more tolerant of Jews. But in 
reading the histories of Jewish communities in Islam, the first conclusion was not long in 
coming: Islam in practice was no less an oppressor of Jews than Christianity, if not in 
identical ways. 

But the more I delved into the material, Islam emerged as not a religion like 
Christianity with an antisemitic dimension, which in Christendom was never the whole 
story. Islam emerged as less an antisemitic religion than a religion of antisemitism.  

And this truth likely helps account for the phenomenon since 1948 of Christians 
who have survived, so to speak, the return of the Jews who were supposed to be homeless 
until Jesus returned, versus Islam which cannot survive the rebirth of the Jewish 
commonwealth and rule in Jerusalem and again over the Temple Mount. 

In other words, contrary to the hopes and aspirations of the original secular Zionists 
that included the end of antisemitism, the birth of Israel has clearly not done that. And that 
is why tomorrow in Paris all those goy diplomats will gather to talk about what they want 
to order the Jews to do now. Telling us where we could and could not live was the ordinary 
work of their forebears for generations.  

Like an addiction. They just can’t give up telling us where we can and cannot live. 
We are not, as we claim, the landlords of Balestine in their minds.  We must share it with 
the sons of Ishmael. 

Which is a recipe for endless strife, which is what I think these goy antiJews want 
anyway. 

In addition to this gathering of nations opposed to Jewish rule in Judea, Samaria and 
Jerusalem, there are other concentrations of antiJew groups like the Mideast Quartet of the 
US, Russia, the EU foreign affairs bureaucracy and the United Nations. Tony Blair was 
their man in Jerusalem. Remember the Quartet? Haven’t heard much of them lately. 

So tomorrow, a new gathering of states will focus on the State of Israel and its 
belligerent refusal to return land it stole from the Ancient Ones. This will be another 
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gathering for the record books. There must be by now legions of these conferences and 
summit meetings, and peace talks and not just between us and the Arabs here but the whole 
world. At the UN, they never stop talking about Israel. In Brussels in the EU, that is true 
too.  

The Arab League of States as well in their meetings never stops choosing to talk 
about the Chosen People. The Islamic Cooperation Council of States too surely spends 
time in every meeting focused on the Jews’ Promised Land. 

Their obsession is proof of Jewish truth. 
 

*            *            (Musical Interlude)           *             * 
 

 


